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Client Query: Please tell me if the following is possible and what is the 
process and associated costs: 
Subdivision (1 into 2 lots), easement at the back of the 
property. 
 
Keep and move our current house from its position & turn 
it. Place it into one of the subdivided blocks. Could we 
lower it onto lower stumps?  
 
Rebuild new house on second block

Site Details
Site Address: 61 CRAIG ST BRIGHTON 4017

Aerial Plan:

Real Property Address: Lot 7 on RP134272
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Site Area (m2): 744m2

Local Government Area: Brisbane City Council

Zone/s: Low Density Residential Zone - LDR

Zone Map:

Overlays: Key overlays include: 
Biodiversity areas overlay 
Flood overlay 
Potential and actual acid sulfate soils overlay

Overlay Maps:
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Existing Situation

Current use of site and description 
of buildings/structures: 

The site is currently improved by a post-1946 high-set 
Dwelling House.

Google Streetview:
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Existing approvals over the 
subject site:

 No development approvals are identified over the subject 
site on Developmenti.

Nearby applications and 
approvals which may impact the 
site or proposal:

A recent and nearby example of a subdivision (ROL 1 into 
2 lots) is located at 13 Craig St, Brighton (Ref: 
A005967232). The reconfiguration involved an 810sqm 
block and created 2 x street facing 405sqm lots. 
 
Another subdivision example is located at 4 Mary-ellen St 
Brighton (Ref: A004792381). This subdivision was 
approved over a 822sqm site and created a 400sqm and a 
422sqm lots each with street frontage to Mary-ellen St.

Neighbouring uses: The site is currently bound by dwelling houses to the 
north and west and a conservation zone (CN1 - Local) to 
east.

Engineering

Is the property subject to 
flooding/overland flow/waterway 
corridor:

The site is partially impacted to the rear by level F4 and F5 
creek/waterway flooding. The flood report is attached 
below

Flood report/screenshots 
uploaded here *where applicable:

PDF
FloodWise Property Report.pdf

Why type of road does the 
property adjoin?

Craig Street is a minor road. There are no notable traffic 
signals, intersections or road infrastructure which should 
impact ingress or egress to the site. The subject site 
appears to have two (2) driveway crossovers to Craig 
Street.

Can lawful point of stormwater 
discharge be demonstrated?

The site is relatively flat and a lawful point of discharge 
can be achieved to Craig Street.

Any other notable engineering 
items/issues:

The site is impacted by Potential and actual acid sulfate 
soils overlay - Any filling or excavation may require further
reporting/investigation (e.g. an acid sulfate soil 
investigation report).

The site is also impacted by creek/waterway flooding. A 
subdivision will require a flood study completed by a
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 Registered Professional Engineer Queensland.

State Government Assessment
SEQ Regional Plan Triggers Map

Is the Site within the Urban 
Footprint?

Yes

Matters of State Interest: No

Town Planning Review

Have proposal plans been 
provided?

no

Proposed use under the planning 
scheme:

Reconfiguring a Lot

Level of Assessment: In accordance with Table 5.6.1—Reconfiguring a lot, the 
proposed subdivision to create two (2) lots of approx. 
372sqm each is Impact Assessable.

Town Planner's Opinion & Advice The proposed subdivision is not envisioned within the 
zone and does not satisfy the provision to allow smaller 
lots to be created in close proximity to shops. Site's 
located in the Low density residential zone can be 
considered for small lot subdivisions (lots under 400sqm
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 but more than 300sqm) only - 

where any part of the lot frontage is within 200m walking 
distance of any part of the lot frontage of a site or sites in 
a zone in the centre zones category with a combined site 
area of more than 2,000m2.

If the above is satisfied a newly created lot can have a 
minimum frontage of 7.5m but still need to support a 
rectangle dimension of 6m x 15m. If outside of this, the 
minimum frontage is 10m and the rectangle dimension is 
9m x 15m. The subject site is 744sqm and located approx. 
338m from a Centre zoned site that is less than 2,000sqm, 
as such, the proposed subdivision is unlikely to be 
supported by Council. 

Also note, the "rear" easement, appears to be a private 
easement which gives access to Lots 3 and 4 on RP854474
and therefore unable to be utilised by the subject site.

Screenshots/Key 
Overlays/Documents uploaded 
here *where applicable

Town Planner's Advice for Client's 
Next Steps:

The proposal has very low prospects of approval, 
therefore, consider renovation or construction of a new 
dwelling on the subject site. Note that a renovation of the 
existing dwelling or new dwelling will need to comply with 
the minimum habitable floor level (4.8m AHD) as 
identified in the attached FloodWise report.  
 
Although the site is identified in the Biodiveristy areas 
overlay, it does not appear to encumber the land, only the 
adjoining conservation area. As such a proposal to 
renovate or build new is unlikely to require a 
Development Application to be lodged. If you do decide to 
have plans drawn up for a renovation or new build, please 
get back in touch with JREY for a review to confirm level of 
assessment/further project specific advice.
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Town Planner's Signature
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